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INTRODUCTION
The similarity search problem can loosely be phrased as follows. Given a query
sequence of length, say P , a database of a total of, say N, characters of sequence data, and
a threshold D: find all "database entries similar within threshold" to the query. The objective placed between quotes can and has been interpreted in a variety of ways. In the case
of similarity searches over biosequence databases, what is usually touted as the most sensitive standard is to find local alignments between substrings of the query and a database
entry whose similarity measure under, say, Dayhoff-matrix substitutions [1] and affine gap
costs, is greater than D. As it is currently realized with the Smith & Waterman [2]
dynamic programming algorithm, such a search is generally felt to be too computationally
intensive to be routinely performed.
At the current time, the size N of biosequence databases is growing at an exponential
rate, and many investigators foresee a time when there will be terabytes of sequence information available. On the other hand, the size of a query, P , tends to remain fixed, e.g. a
protein sequence averages about 300 residues and the longest are about 1000 residues. So
designers of efficient computational methods should be principally concerned with how the
time to perform a search grows as a function of N. Despite this all the currently used
methods take an amount of time that grows linearly in N, i.e. they are 0 (N) algorithms.
This includes not only rigorous methods like Smith & Waterman, but also popular heuristics, e.g., FASTA [3] and BLASTA [4], and even the systolic array chips, e.g., PDF [5] and
BISP [6]. What this implies is that when a database increases in size by a factor of 1000,
then all these methods will be taking 1000 times longer to search that database. The only
difference among them is their coefficients of proportionality, e.g. Smith & Waterman
takes roughly 1.0N milli-seconds, BLASTA roughly 2.0N micro-seconds, and the BISP
chip roughly 0.3N micro-seconds for a search against a typical protein query sequence on a
typical workstation. Thus while a custom chip may take about 3 seconds to search 10 million residues or nucleotides, it will take 3000 seconds, or about 50 minutes when there are
10 billion symbols to be searched. And this is the fastest of the linear methods: BLASTA
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will be taking hours and Smith & Waterman months on these future databases. One could
resort to parallelism, but such machinery is beyond the budget of most investigators, and it
is unlikely that speedups due to hardware technology improvements will keep up with
sequencing rates in the next decade.
What would be very desirable, and as argued above probably essential, is to have
search methods whose running time is sublinear in N, i.e., 0 (Na) for some a. < 1. For
example, suppose there is an algorithm that takes 0 (N .5) time, which is to say that as N
grows, the time taken grows as the square root of N. For example, if the algorithm takes
about 10 seconds on a 10 million symbol database, then on 10 billion symbols, it will take
about ..J1000 == 31 times longer, or about 5 minutes. Note that while it was slower than the
hypothetical chip on 10 million symbols, it is faster on 10 billion. Figure 1 illustrates this
"crossover": the size of N at which the 0 (N .5) algorithm overtakes the 0 (N) method.
Similarly, an 0 (N·2) algorithm that takes, say, 15 seconds on 10 million symbols, will take
about one minute or only 4 times longer on 10 billion. To forcefully illustrate the point, we
chose to let our examples be slower at N = 10 million than the competing 0 (N) chip. As
will be seen later the sublinear algorithm to be describe4 is actually already much faster on
database of this size, having crossed over at a much smaller value of N. The other important thing to note is that we are not considering heuristics. What we desire is nothing less
than algorithms that accomplish exactly the same computational task as Smith & Waterman or some other dynamic programming method but is much faster because the computation is performed in a clever way.
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Figure 1. Sublinear Versus Linear Methods

Having now described the challenge, the remainder of the paper turns to a presentation of recent results by theoretical computer scientists that portend the possibility of an
affirmative answer. Computer scientists have long focused research efforts on a
simplification of the general problem, called approximate keyword matching, where one
scores an alignment simply by its number of differences (mismatches, insertions, and deletions) and where one is constrained to match the entire query against a substring of the
database. That is, scoring is restricted to "unit costs" as opposed to arbitrary weightings
(e.g. PAM scores and gap costs), and alignments must globally align the query (but not the
database entry). Thus this is a "toy" problem from the view of applications in molecular
biology. But when faced with the daunting task of designing a sublinear algorithm, such
simplifications often help to focus one's thinking and obtain preliminary results. Indeed, a
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provably sublinear algorithm for approximate keyword matching has been designed
recently by this author and it is sketched later in this paper. It is worth noting that it is
highly efficient compared to previous algorithms: for relatively stringent matches it is 3 to
4 orders of magnitude more efficient than the equivalent dynamic programming computation on a database of one million characters. As the paper winds it way through various
recent and highly efficient algorithms for approximate keyword matching, we will digress
to note how each method might extend to the general problem which is a focus of current
research for the author.

PRELIMINARIES AND HISTORY
Given a relatively short query sequence W of length P, a long "database" sequence A
of length N, and a threshold D , the approximate keyword search problem is to find all substrings of A that align with W with not more than D insertions, deletions, and mismatches.
Thinking of insertions, deletions, and mismatches as editing operations that transform one
sequence to another, one defines the simple Levenshtein distance [7], S(V, W), as the
minimum number of such operations needed to transform V into W. For example, if
V =ababaa and W =abbba then
ababaa
abbba-

ababaa
ab-bba

ababaa
-abbba

are alignments between them. The first two alignments both realize the edit distance, 2,
between V and W, and the third is non-optimal as it codifies one deletion and three substitutions. Terming the Levenshtein measure a distance is justified by the fact that it forms a
metric space over the domain of sequences. Let A [i ,j] denote the substring of A consisting of its i th through ph characters. The objective of the approximate keyword search
problem can now be formally stated as finding all pairs i ,j such that S(W ,A [i ,j]) S;D.
For such a problem, we say that the maximum mismatch ratio is E = DIP and .that we are
searching A for E-matches to W. That is, E is just the search threshold rephrased in length
relative terms. It is the fraction of errors permitted per unit of query length. A lO%-match
to a query of 50 characters must involve 5 or less edits.
Throughout the paper, the approximate keyword problem will be the primary focus.
The ultimate objective, however, is to design an efficient algorithm for finding local alignments under a generalized Levenshtein measure [7]. Rather than scoring alignments simply by counting edit operations, a user is free to specify a cost, s (a ,b), for substituting a
for b, another, d (a) for deleting a, and yet another, i (b) for inserting b. The score of an
alignment is then considered to be the sum of the costs assigned to the edit operations of
the alignment, and the generalized Levenshtein measure S(V, W) is the cost of a minimal
cost alignment. This general measure is not necessarily a metric but the conditions for it to
be so are well understood [8]. The other additional freedom, is that now one is looking for
any substring of the query that aligns well with a substring of the database and is
sufficiently long to be statistically rare. Formally, the weighted, local-alignments search
problem is: Given query W, database A , threshold D, minimum substring length M, and
costs s(a,b), d(a), and i(b), find all quadruples g S;h, and i S;j -(M-l) such that
S(W[g, h ],A [i ,j]) S; D. This formal characterization is only one of several forms in
which the problem may be presented. For example, in those regions where there are
several overlapping pairs of substrings above threshold, then one might want to report only
the one that is, in some sense, locally dominant. Another variation requires one to maximize alignment score rather than minimize, but transforming one to the other simply requires
multiplying all basic costs by -1. Such subtleties are unnecessarily distracting here, the
essence of the generalization required in going from the approximate keyword search problem to the biologically relevant search problem are (1) to allow arbitrary gap and
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substitution weights, and (2) to consider substrings of the query.
The simple approximate keyword search problem has been much studied. Sellers [8]
presented the obvious 0 (PN) algorithm as a slight variation of the classic dynamic programming algorithm for the sequence versus sequence comparison problem. This variation, another allowing dangling ends at no-cost, and the Smith & Waterman algorithm are
all simply variations of the dynamic programming recurrence in which the boundary conditions are modified appropriate to the problem. The next development was the independent
reporting by both Ukkonen [9] and Mount & Myers [10] of a practical and simple 0 (DN)
expected time algorithm. Not long thereafter, Landau & Vishkin [11] and Myers [12]
arrived at two different algorithms, that both achieved 0 (DN) worst case time but required
o (N) space. More recently, Galil & Park [13] and Ukkonen & Wood [14] have designed
distinctive 0 (DN) worst-case time algorithms that require only 0 (p2) space. In another
direction of development, Wu, Manber, & Myers [15] applied the 4-Russians paradigm to
arrive at an 0 (DN /log P) expected-time algorithm requiring only 0 (P) space. Unfortunately, all these developments take special advantage of the unit-cost feature of the simple Levenshtein measure, and so do not have the potential to provide speedups for the general problem.
In the last two or three years, a number of distinct lines of continued development on
the approximate keyword search problem have lead to sublinear algorithms, and there is at
least the possibility that these contributions can impact the general problem. All the
methods assume that the sequences are over a finite alphabet L of size S = 1L I. For example, S is 4 for DNA sequences, 20 for protein sequences, and 128 for ASCII texts. This
paper discusses two of the three recent developments and how they may be extended to the
general problem.
In one direction, a number of investigators have designed methods that employ a
"prefilter" to quickly eliminate regions of the database that cannot possible match the query
within the given threshold. In approximately the same time frame, Ukkonen [16] designed
a prefilter based on the k-tuple measure which can be customized to provide an 0 (N)
expected-time algorithm. Chang and Lawler [17] used the spanning measure of Ehrenfeucht and Haussler [18], to design an even faster 0 (DN 10gP I P) expected-time algorithm. Recently Wu and Manber [19] have designed a variant of the Chang and Lawler
method that while not asymptotically superior is very efficient in practice. All these algorithms require that D be less than PI (logP+O (1» or the complexity claims do not hold as
the prefilter does not eliminate enough of the database. Chang and Lawler term their algorithm sublinear in the sense of Boyer and Moore's [20] exact matching algorithm because
when D is 0 (P /log P) their algorithm examines only a fraction of the characters in the
database. Note however, that it is not sublinear in the sense used in the introduction
because the algorithm still takes time linear in N. One of the other drawbacks of these
methods are that as P gets larger the stringency of a match must be tightened as the constraint on D implies that e must be less than lI(logP+O (1». The section on prefilter algorithms concludes with an extension of these methods to the general local alignments problem, but argues that the postulated design is probably not effective in practice.
In a second direction, this author has designed an algorithm that given a precomputed
index of the database A , finds rare approximate matches in time that is sublinear in N in
the sense of the introduction, i.e., takes time proportional to Nfl. for some <X < 1. More precisely, the algorithm requires 0 (DNpow(E)logN) expected-time where (1) pow (e) is
increasing and concave, (2) pow (0) =0, and (3) pow (e) is dependent on alphabet size S.
The algorithm is superior to the 0 (DN) algorithms when e is small enough to guarantee
that pow (e) < 1. For example pow (e) is less than one for e < 33% when S =4 (DNA alphabet), and for e < 56% when S =20 (Protein alphabet). Figure 2 later in the paper precisely
plots the function pow for these two choices of S. Note that this algorithm has an advantage over the prefilter algorithms in that the degree of sublinearity just depends on e and
not on P. That is, the prefilter algorithms require that e be less than 0 (1/log P) which
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becomes smaller as P grows. On the other hand, we require a precomputed 0 (N) space
index structure, whereas the prefilters are purely scanning based, requiring only 0 (P )
working storage. However, our algorithm is effective for a much wider range of £ and is
orders of magnitude more efficient than all other methods for smaIl e. As a consequence it
portends the possibility of an effective algorithm for the general local alignments problem.
We give some preliminary experimental results at the conclusion of the paper.
Finally, we note the work of Gonnet et al. [21] for which we have still not seen a
technical manuscript. Their approach also uses a precomputed index and was designed
directly for the general local alignments problem. They have reported execution times that
are significant faster than those of the Smith & Waterman algorithm. It appears that they
have not been able to demonstrate mathematically the degree of sublinearity of their algorithm, but have estimated on the basis of empirical evidence that their algorithm takes time
proportional to about N·6-·8 for the all-against-all comparison problem. While we believe
that we understand their method, without a formal technical description we think it unwise
to describe what we can only surmise.

PREFILTER ALGORITHMS
The basic structure of all the prefiltering algorithms described in this section is as follows. In a scan of the database, quickly eliminate regions that can't possibly match via
some easily computed criterion. For any region not eliminated, apply a more expensive
dynamic programming computation to determine if there is a match. The algorithms vary
in the manner in which they eliminate regions from consideration. However, all are dependent on the threshold D in that the greater D becomes the less chance a region has of being
eliminated. Thus in order for these algorithms to be efficient, D must be smaIl enough that
the time spent checking unfiltered regions for matches via dynamic programming is in
expectation less than the time for the scan. In all three of the unit cost algorithms below,
the limit for D is 0 (P / 10gP), i.e., £ must be 0 (1/10gP).
K-Tuple Measure
An algorithm by Ukkonen [16] centers on using the k-tuple measure between strings
to serve as a lower bound on their simple Levenshtein distance. For any k > 0, let the ktuple distance between sequences W and V be defined as:
Sk(W,V)= I.tl#w(x)-#v(x)1
xell

where #w(x) is the number of OCCUlTences of k-tuple x in W. From one point of view, Sk
is the Manhattan distance between the profile vectors of V and W in their underlying
S k-dimensional space*. As an example, fY.(abba ,aaba) = I#w (aa ) - #v (aa) I +
I#w(ab)-#v(ab)l + I#w(ba)-#v(ba) I + I#w(bb)-#v(bb) I = 10--11 + 11-11 +
11-11 + 11-0 I = 2. The essence of the way this measure is used to eliminate regions is
encapsulated in the following lemma.
Lemma: For all k, if Sk(W ,A [i-(P-l),i]) > 2kD then the best approximate match of W
to a substring of A ending at position i , has score greater than D .
This lemma is quit easy to prove, the basic insight needed is that each difference in an
alignment between W and the substring of A creates at least k k-tuples of W that are not in
the substring of A .
·The k.wple proffie of a string W is <#IV~»%.D' ,and the Manhattan distance betWCCll ...cJimensionai points ~lox20 ... x.) and

(YIoY20 ... y.)is l:I'=lIXj-yd.
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To lever the lemma as a prefilter simply requires that one compute Val (i ) =
at each index i of A in a left to right scan of increasing i. One then
checks if Val (i ) S 2kD and for those i for which it is, one then invokes a traditional
o (DP) dynamic programming algorithm to check for an approximate match within threshold D. If one chooses k =logs P +1, it can be shown that the total amount of time spent
on calls to the dynamic programming subroutine is less than 0 (N) in expectation, pr0vided thatD =O(P IlogP). Moreover, for this choice of k the scan is easily performed in
o (N) time using an 0 (PS) table Cnt [x], where x ranges over all S k = PS k-tuples. The
trick to doing so, is to encode the k-tuples as integers in the range [O,PS-l] in the natural
way, and to maintain Cnt so that for all x ,Cnt[x] = #W(x)-#A [i-(P-l), i)(x) after completing the computation of Val (i). Computing Val (i) from Val(i-l) simply amounts to
observing the effect on the k-tuple metric of the removal of the tuple A [i -P ,i -P +(S -1)]
and the introduction of the tuple A [i -(S -1), i] on the Cnt table. In summary, for
D =0 (P I log P) Ukkonen's algorithm takes 0 (N) time in the expected case.
~ (W ,A [i -(P -1), i])

Maximal Span Measure
Another simple concept of sequence similarity that can be used to bound simple
Levenshtein matches was first introduced by Ehrenfeucht and Haussler [18]. The maximal
span measure of V with respect to W, 5w(V) is the minimum number of positions whose
removal from V leaves intervening substrings between them that are all substrings of W.
It is not hard to show that this measure can be computed by greedily, i.e., find the longest
prefix of V that matches a substring of W, remove this prefix and the character following
it, and then reiterate the process on what's left of V. The number of characters deleted
after each common prefix is 5w(V). For example, if V = aababaabbbb and W = abbabbaab then, the procedure just sketched partitions V as aababaabbbb implying that 5w(V)
is 2.
Chang and Lawler [17] used this measure to eliminate regions of the database from
consideration without necessarily having to scan every character of the database. Thus the
algorithm is sublinear in the sense of Boyer and Moore's [20] exact string matching algorithm, but not in the sense of taking time 0 (NCl.) for a < 1. They proceed by partitioning
the database into 0 (N IP) panels each of size (P -D )/2. Since edit operations are unit cost,
if W approximately matches a substring of A with D-or-Iess differences, then the substring
of A matched must be of length at least P -D since one can delete at most D characters of
W in a given match. But then it follows that such a substring must completely span one of
the panels. With this observation, it follows that a given panel, pan =A [i , i +(P -D )/2-1],
can be eliminated if 5w (pan) > D because 5w(pan) bounds the number of edit operations
in a best alignment between pan and any substring of W. As long as D is sufficiently
small, specifically, 0 (P 1l0gP), then it can be shown that the expected total time spent
spent doing dynamic programming to check panels that are not eliminated is less than the
time to do the scan described in more detail below.
To eliminate a panel, A [i, i +(P -D )/2-1] it suffices to show that the spanning measure of the panel with respect to the query W is greater than D. Let Match (P) =
max {I :3j WU ,j+l]=A IP ,p+l]}, that is, the length of the longest match between a substring of W and a substring of A beginning at position p. Proceeding greedily, set
So =i, and then for increasing values of d from 1 up to D +1, compute Sd =
Sd-l + Match (Sd-l)+2. This recurrence captures the greedy computation of the maximum
span measure of the panel. If SD +1 < i +(P -D )/2 then the measure of the panel is greater
than D and it can be eliminated. On the other hand if at any point during the computation
of SD+lo a d is reached for which Sd ~ i +(P -D )/2 then one can quit prematurely and move
immediately to a dynamic programming check of the panel. Note that unlike Ukkonen's
algorithm, all that is known is that there might be a match involving the panel (as opposed
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to ending at some specific position) and so one must check W against all of
A [i-(P+3D )/2, i+(P+D )-1].

Using a suffix tree [22,23] or suffix automaton [24] of the query W, one can compute
Match (P) in time proportional to its value. In expectation, Match (P) is logs P and so the
time spent scanning a panel is 0 (D log P). This gives a total expected time complexity for
the scan phase of 0 (DN log P IP). Note that since D =0 (P 1l0gP) by assumption, it follows that the algorithm is always 0 (N) and is generally superior in expectation to
Ukkonen's algorithm as it generally scans only a portion of each panel.
Recently, Wu and Manber [19] non-asymptotically improved upon the maximal span
measure prefilter by combining it with the k-tuple approach of Ukkonen as follows. They
chose k =logs P +1 and rather than computing Match (P) with a suffix tree they estimate it
by checking if A [p ,p+(k-l)], A [p+l,p+l+(k-l)], ... match a k-tuple in W using a
precomputed PS-element, tuple-indexed array of booleans whose true entries are exactly
those whose index is a substring of W. Match (P) is estimated to be the right-end of the
first k-tuple that doesn't match one in W. Certainly this procedure computes either
Match (P) or a larger value. In expectation, it is a tight estimate of Match (P) and the
resulting algorithm is significantly more efficient in practice than one using a suffix tree.

Generalizing to Weighted Local-Alignment Searches
So now we ask if the methods above, specifically designed for the unit cost model of
comparison can be extended to the problem of finding local similarities between the query
and database of score less than threshold D and length at least M, under a general
Levenshtein scoring scheme. The answer is positive and is an extension of Ukkonen's ktuple method requiring significant modification.
For every k-tuple, x, precompute Best [x] = min (8(x ,y ) : y is a substring of W }.
That is, Best [x] is the best scoring alignment between x and some substring of W. We
will also need arrays Sufx[x] = min ( 8(z , y ) : y is a substring of W and z is a suffix of x },
and Remx[x] = min {8(z,y):y is a substring of W and z is a suffix of x of length at least
k - M (mod k)}. These two arrays account for aligned portions of the database that may
not involve an entire k-tuple. Such tables can be computed in 0 (S k P) time by incrementally computing values over the complete trie of tuples. Thus the precomputation amounts
in complexity to performing a dynamic programming comparison of W against a database
of length S k •
Given the tables, our bound on local matches ending at position i, Bound (i), is as follows:
Bound(i)

= min {( ift =m
I~

r

1-1

then Remx [A [i.t)) else Sujx[A [itt))) + .L Best [A [i.j]]}
J~

where m = M Ik1 and A [i.t] is the k-tuple A [i-tk+l, i-(t-l)k] of the database. Intuitively, the bound is the sum of the best possible alignments of consecutive k-tuples ending
at i , minimized over all possible stretches of the database ending at i and of length at least
M. Certainly Bound (i) is not greater than the score of the best possible alignment of a
substring of the query against a substring of A ending at position i because we are ignoring
the ordering requirement of sequence alignments. Bound values are easily computed in an
o (N) time, 0 (k) space scan of A using the easily verified tandem recurrences: Sum(i) =
Sum(i-k)-Best[A [i.m]] + Best [A [i. 1)) and Bound(i) = min (Sum(i ) +Remx [A [i.m],
Sum(i) + Best [A [i.m] +Sufx[A [i.m+1)), Bound(i -k)+Best [A [i+l]]}. Only those
regions for which Bound (i) is not greater than the threshold D need be checked for local
substring matches with a dynamic programming algorithm.
It will frequently be the case that when Bound (i) <;;,D for a given i it will also be Dor-less for an interval of indices about i. Thus in practice, one will want to accumulate
such an interval and then run a Smith & Waterman style dynamic programming algorithm
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to determine if there is local alignment that involves a substring of A ending at an index in
the given interval. Moreover, if desired one can bound the length of all substrings of A
that could match a substring of P. Specifically, the longest possible matching stretch is
given by:
p

P +L

D - (j~lmS(WU],a»

nn~d(a)
Qe

J

where s (a ,b) is the score of aligning a with b and each deleted character a is penalized
d (a). This bound can be used to further refine Bound (i) and to limit the range of the
dynamic programming computation in an a priori fashion.
Only experiments will determine if the above concept works well in practice. It is
estimated that it will be effective only for short query sequences and relatively stringent
threshold values. The reasoning behind these prediction is as follows. The unit cost algorithms work only for a limited range of D (or, equivalently, e). In practice e has to be less
than about lhlogs P. For example; for DNA sequences and a query of length 100, the
methods fail to eliminate enough positions when e becomes only 7% or larger. As the
query gets larger, this break-even percentage becomes ever smaller. For protein sequences
(S =20) the break-even percentage for E is higher, about 30%. Nonetheless, if one thinks
about what this translates into as a thresholded search under Dayhoff-matrix scores, one
guesses that this corresponds to a very strong threshold. Moreover, the longer the sequence
gets, the worse performance will become. Intuitively, the longer the sequence gets the
more chance there is that Best [x] becomes negative for every x. Unless the preponderance
of Best values are positive, i.e. I.x Best [x]/Sk > 0, the prefilter postulated in this section
will not be effective.
A SUB LINEAR APPROXIMATE MATCH ALGORITHM
We now examine the structure of a sublinear algorithm for approximate matching
designed by this author [25]. It has the feature of being truly sublinear for a much wider
range of E than the prefilter algorithms, as well as being more efficient in practice. Thus it
portends a possible extension to the general similarity search problem that will
significantly improve on the time taken by the Smith & Waterman algorithm while performing the equivalent computation.
A Sketch of the Algorithm
The algorithm depends on two critical ideas. The first is the use of an index of the
database to rapidly find all instances of a given sequence in the database. It is clear that in
order to be sublinear, some kind of precomputed data structure encoding information about
the database is required. Without such, one must at a minimum spend 0 (N) time reading
the database (or an 0 (N) portion in the case of the Chang and Lawler prefilter). Index
data structures for finding all substrings of the database A that exactly match the query
have been much studied. The asymptotically most efficient are the suffix tree [22,23] and
suffix array [26] data structures. A suffix tree can be built in 0 (Nlog S) time, occupies
o (N) space, and can find all occurrences of a query of length P in 0 (P log S + H) time
where H is the number of occurrences reported. If one permits the suffix tree to occupy
o (NS) space, then it can be built in 0 (N) time and queries take 0 (P +H) time. Suffix
arrays are a particularly space efficient alternative to suffix trees, requiring only 2N
integers, but they take 0 (N log N) time to build and searches take 0 (P +H +log N) time.
However, for the algorithm ultimately developed here, all queries will be of length k
logs N. Thus, each query can be uniquely encoded as an 0 (N) integer in the usual way,

=
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and an index that is a store of the results of all possible queries (Le., lists of indices where
the corresponding strings of size k appear in A) in an 0 (N) table. This particularly simple
index structure can be built in 0 (N) time, occupies 2N integers of space, and performs
queries in 0 (P +H) expected-time.
The second critical idea is that of the neighborhood of a sequence. The Dneighborhood of a sequence W is the set of all sequences that can be aligned to W with
less than D differences, i.e., ND (W) = {V: 8(V, W):S:D}. For example, the 0neighborhood of abbaa, N o(abbaa) = {abbaa} as abbaa is the only string that can be
aligned to abbaa with 0 differences. However, the I-neighborhood (with respect to the
alphabet I.={a,b}) contains 15 sequences: Nl(abbaa) = {aabaa,aabbaa, abaa, abaaa,
ababaa , abba,
bbaa ,bbbaa }.

abbaa ,

abbaaa,

abbaab,

abbaba ,

abbba , abbbaa,

babbaa,

Now the simple way of combining these two ideas in order to find all approximate
matches to W with D-or-Iess differences is to simply generate all the sequences that align
to W with D-or-Iess differences, Le. ND (W), and to then efficiently find the, say, left end
of every substring of A that exactly matches one of these sequences using an index. This
takes roughly 0 (PZ +H) time where Z is the size of the D-neighborhood and H is the
number of matches found. There is a small and a large problem with this approach. The
small problem is that a given left end may be reported more than once. For example, for
N 1(abbaa ), wherever one finds abaaa one will also find abaa and so report the left end of
occurrences of abaaa twice. This problem is easily rectified, by instead generating the
condensed D-neighborhood of W which is the set of all strings in the D-neighborhood of
W that do not have a prefix in the neighborhood, i.e., ND (W) = {V: V in ND (W) and no
prefix of V is in ND (W)}. For example, N l(abbaa) = {aabaa, aabbaa, abaa, ababaa,
abba, abbba, babbaa, bbaa ,bbbaa} contains abaa but not abaaa. By its construction,
one will never report a given position more than once and in fact the procedure is made a
bit more efficient as condensed neighborhoods are always smaller than the corresponding
neighborhood.
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Figure 2. Plots of pow(e) and Bounding Tangents

Now the big problem is that this simple algorithm takes time that is a function of Z
and a little thought reveals that Z grows explosively in both D and P , even for condensed
neighborhoods. For example, a quick "back of the envelope" calculation (over)estimates Z
as growing like (2SP)D I D!. Thus this approach is only viable for "sufficiently small"
queries and thresholds. For our purposes, "sufficiently small" is when P =logs N, for then
one can rigorously prove [25] that Z and the expected value of H are no~greater than
NPaw(£) where pOW (E) = logs (c+l)/(c-l)+Elogs c +E and c = E- 1 + 1+E-2. The
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function pow (£) is a bit hard to understand analytically but Figure 2 above makes it clear
that it is a concave function of £ that starts at the origin and rises slowly (relative to the
prefilter algorithms) to 1 as £ increases. The larger the alphabet size, S, the slower the
curve rises. The figure shows the curve for the DNA alphabet (S =4) and the protein
alphabet (S =20). Pow (£) is less than 1 for £ S; 33% for DNA and £ S; 56% for proteins.
Furthermore, for a quick approximation one can use the bounding tangent lines .22 + 2.3£
and .17 + 1.4£ for DNA and proteins, respectively. In [25] a cleverly constructed algorithm* is given that generates a condensed D-neighborhood in 0 (DZ) worst-case time and
further looks up all occurrences in the database using the simple index structure in an additional 0 (DH) expected time. Thus, for small queries of length L =logs N, the expected
time taken by the simple approach is 0 (DNPow(I:.».
So in order to overcome the central limitation, we need to extend an efficient algorithm for queries of length L into one that efficiently handles longer queries. The basic
idea is to break W into pieces of length L, find £-matches to these using the simple
approach, and then to try extending these to £"matches to encompass all of W. This basic
idea has been incarnated in various heuristic forms, but in order to maintain rigor one must
be very careful about how the decomposition and extension steps are performed.
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Figure 3. Dlustration for Division Lemma

Consider dividing the query W of length P in a binary fashion until all pieces are of
size L. Assume for simplicity that P is a power of 2 times L so that the division process
results in pieces of exactly size L. So that we may specify various pieces formally, let Wa
for labels a E {O, 1}* be recursively defined by the equations: WI:. = W, Wan =
firsChalCof(Wa>, and Wal = second_halCof(Wa). The crucial lemma below follows
from a simple application of the Pigeon-Hole Principle.
Lemma: If W £-matches V, then there exists a label a of a length L piece of W, such that
for every prefix 13 of a, W 13 £-matches a substring, say V 13, of V. Moreover, V J3a
is a prefix or a suffix of V 13 according to whether a is 0 or 1.
Figure 3 depicts the decomposition of a query W and illustrates the proof of the lemma. If
W £-matches a string V, then this implies there is a "D-or-Iess" alignment between them.
Consider bisecting the alignment at any column that separates W 0 and W 1 (there are two
"The algorithm involves CXJIIlputing rows of a dynamic programming matrix in respoosc to a backttaeking seatch that essentially
ttaees a trie of the words in the coodensed D·neighborltood of W.
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choices in the example of Figure 3). By the Pigeon-Hole Principle, one of these two portions must be a "D /2-or-Iess" alignment, for if both were "more-than-D /2" alignments,
then the original would have had to have been a "more-than-D" alignment. Suppose for
illustration it was W 1 as in the figure. Then W 1 must E-match some suffix of V as
(D /2)/(P /2) = E. Recursively applying the argument above to W 10 there must be a "D /4or-less" alignment between either W 10 or W 11 with a prefix or suffix of V 10 respectively.
Thus the lemma follows: there is some sequence of halves leading to a terminal L -sized
piece such that the progressively smaller pieces all E-match some progressively smaller
parts ofV.
The lemma can be used to construct an "air-tight" extension strategy for extending
matches to smaller pieces into matches to larger pieces as follows. First find E-matches to
the P /L smallest pieces of length L using the simple algorithm. Suppose for example, that
one of these pieces is W 1010 and one discovers that it matches A [i .. j]. Then see if this
match can be extended to an E-match of W 101 and some substring of A whose left end is at
position i. Do this by running a standard dynamic programming algorithm on the relevant
regions of the two strings. If the attempted extension fails then one need not proceed
further. But if the extension is successful, say W 101 is matched to A [i .. k] then try Ematching W 10 against a string whose right end is at position k, and so on until either one
fails at some step, or one ultimately discovers an E-match to all of W. By the lemma, no
such match to W can be missed because there must be some sequence of small to larger
pieces for which one obtains an E-match at every level.
Efficiency Analysis and Empirical Results
The first stage of the sublinear algorithm finds all matching sequences in the (fL)neighborhood of each of the P /L pieces of size L into which the query is partitioned.
Doing so takes 0 «P /L)(fL )NPow(e» = 0 (ePNPow(£» = 0 (DNPow(e» time and delivers
o (PNPow(e)/L) matches in expectation by the characterization of the quantities Z (neighborhood size) and H (hit ratio) presented earlier. For the second, extension phase, the critical part of the time complexity analysis is the observation that while the query substrings
and threshold both double with each successive level, it is also the case that the expected
number of matches surviving at each level is dropping hyperexponentially (except where
the search will reveal a distance D match to W). That is, while the time spent in dynamic
programming to check an extension increases by a factor of 4 at each level, this is
overwhelmed by the fact that the number of random matches surviving to the kth level
decreases hyperexponentially as N-2k (1-pow(£»+1. Thus the time spent in extensions is
dominated by the first level of the extension phase and this requires checking
o (PNPow(e)/L) length L matches with 0 (fL2) time dynamic programming extension
checks for a total of 0 (ePNPow(e)L) = 0 (DNPow(e)logN) expected time. Because this last
cost dominates all others, we conclude that the total time consumed in expectation is
o (DNPOW (e)log N) under the assumption that the database is the result of random Bernouilli trials. However, if the database is not random but preconditioned to have H
matches to W, then a total, per match, of 0 (DP) additional time will be spent in dynamic
programming during the extension of seed matches into one encompassing all of W. Our
algorithm's complexity in this case is 0 (DNpow(£)logN + HDP), i.e., the algorithm takes
o (DNPOW (e)log N) time in expectation to eliminate the portions of the database not containing matches to W, and does one 0 (DP) dynamic programming computation per
matching region. Consequently, our algorithm is not an improvement of the 0 (N +D 2)
algorithm [27] for the sequence-versus-sequence problem.
Nonetheless, for searching problems where the database is large and "sufficiently"
random, this algorithm can find near matches with great efficiency and no loss in sensitivity. This is illustrated in Figure 4 which plots the times for an implementation of our
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algorithm over a one million nucleotide DNA sequence and a four million residue protein
sequence against a query of length 80. We compared our implementation against an
implementation of the standard 0 (NP) dynamic programming algorithm [8], the 0 (DN)
expected-time algorithm ofUkkonen [9], and Mount & Myers [10], and a novel use of the
4-Russians paradigm that permits the dynamic programming matrix to be computed 5
entries at a step [15]. In all cases the software had been written at an earlier time by this
author and represents his best efforts at efficient code. All experiments were performed on
a SparcStation 2 with 64 megabytes of memory and all code was compiled under the standard SunOS C-compiler with the optimization option on. The plotted timing curves in Figure 4 are labeled as follows: TDP for the standard dynamic programming algorithm, Tu for
the Ukkonen algorithm, T 4R for the 4-Russians algorithm, and Tslam for our sublinear algorithm. A logarithmic time scale is used because the sublinear algorithm's time performance increases exponentially in D. Thus the curve for Tu is shaped like a log curve
because it is actually a straight line on a normal scale. TDP and T 4R are straight lines
because the complexity of their underlying algorithms depend only on P and N.
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Observe from Figure 4 that for the case where S =4, our algorithm is three orders of
magnitude faster than any of the others when e < 10%. It is two orders of magnitude faster
when e < 20%, and a single factor of 10 faster when e < 30%. Moreover, it crosses over
with the best algorithms in the 30-40% tange of e exactly as suggested by the curve for
pow (e) given in Figure 2. In the case where S = 20, our algorithm achieves slightly more
modest factors of improvement for the intervals 0-20% (3 orders), 20-40% (2-orders), and
40-60% (factor of 4). When e is above 60% it performs considerably worse than the 4Russians algorithm. Even so, note that an all-against-all comparison of this 4 million residue database would take 6 miRutes for 0-20% thresholds, 2.6 hours for 20-40% thresholds,
and 23 days for 40-60% thresholds. The databases for the timings above were randomly
generated and so one would naturally ask if the algorithm is still effective on the data arising in practice. In additional experiments over a 3 million residue of the PIR protein database [28] we found that despite significant skew in the occurrences of (logs N)-tuples, the
algorithms speed was only about 10% slower than in the random case.
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Generalizing to Weighted, Local-Alignment Searches
Recall that generalizing from approximate keyword searches to weighted, localalignment searches consists of (1) pennitting arbitrary scores for substitutions and gaps,
and (2) considering all substrings of the query (of sufficient length). The first relaxation to
generalized Levenshtein measure does not require any significant conceptual changes to
our approach. The definition of neighborhood is unchanged and the division Lemma still
applies. The only difficulty is that the algorithm for generating a neighborhood must
accommodate the fact that edit operation costs can be negative. For V in the Dneighborhood of W, this implies that it is now possible that for some prefix of V, all
prefixes of W align to it with a score greater than D. In other words, the monotonicity properties of the underlying dynamic programming matrix no longer hold when negative
weights are permitted. However, monotone bounds on each matrix entry can be effectively
created by precomputing a lower bound on the best completion of an alignment to a prefix
of W. These monotone bounds can then be used in the neighborhood generating algorithm
alluded to earlier in the paper.
While the algorithm extends to weighted scores quite easily, we can no longer make
formal statements about the running time of the algorithm. The arguments about the size
of neighborhoods specifically exploited the properties of simple Levenshtein difference. It
may be possible to prove something fonnally about neighborhood sizes in tenns of the
mean and variance of substitution scores. This is an area that may yield fruitful results.
The greatest difficulty comes in trying to generalize to substrings of the query. This is
because the division lemma no longer applies. Without knowing a priori where the local
alignment will begin and end within the query string, organizing a parsimonious decomposition of the query for which the division lemma can be applied seems difficult. It is the
case that a division in which the query is broken into every substring of length 2klogs N
for some k, does the job but adds a factor of 0 (log2 N) to the algorithm (when unit costs
are assumed). While theoretically this doesn't appear to be much, in practice it translates
to a factor of 100 or more. We continue to explore this issue.
Table 1. Preliminary Query Times in Seconds (N=3 million, P=I00)
R (match ratio)
Periodic Oock Protein
Cytochrome C
Hemoglobin a-Chain

0
225
245
100

0.5
125
80
55

1.0

1.5

2.0

42.5
27.5
20

18.5
12.0
9.5

6.0
3.5
2.5

In the interim, the following ad-hoc algorithm was implemented in order to present
some preliminary empirical results. The approximate keyword matching algorithm was
modified to produce neighborhoods with respect to the Dayhoff-matrix scores at 120 PAMs
[1]. This scheme is the one frequently used by BLASTA and FASTA searches. Moreover,
as is customary for such schemes, the software was also modified to maximize score, rather
than minimize it. With this shift the problem now becomes one of finding matches whose
score-to-Iength ratio is greater than a given match ratio, R. The software was run against
an older version of the PIR protein database [28] that had about 3 million residues of data.
For N of this size, T =log20N =5. As yet we do not have software that implements a
complete search strategy but we have timed the following simple exploration. Given a
threshold R, we search for all (R+2)-matches to a T-tuple of the query, see if these can be
extended to (R+1)-matches to a 2T-tuple, and finally if these can be extended to R-matches
to a 4T-tuple. Table 1 below shows our results on the SparcStation 2 described earlier. In
each case we searched against only the first 100 residues of each sequence in order to not
skew times by the query length. These times are at least encouraging. Experience with a
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Dayhoff-matrix scoring scheme reveals that it is not nearly as sharply discriminating as the
simple unit cost scoring scheme, i.e., many more matches will occur by chance at an
"interesting" level of R. Nonetheless, if a good extension strategy can be worked out, it is
clear that the timings below portend a significant increase in speed over the Smith &
Waterman algorithm.
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